
                     MY EXPERIENCE OF THE PRE-RDC CAMP 

Jai Hind! Myself Cadet Shivam Jha of 1 GUJ AIR SQN NCC, Baroda Gp, Gujarat Directorate. I 

live in Surat city, and Currently I am studying in Maharaja Sayajirao University of baroda, 

pursuing Bachelor’s in Economics honor’s.  

Gradually after my matricular exams, when things generally comes in mind about what we 

want to do further, all of a sudden we figure out our interests, passion and everything , I 

gained interest in Indian armed forces. After learning more about it, I eventually decided to 

serve the Defence forces, where the officers are made of Elite personality and there’s 

incredible future experiences. After that I got to know about the NCC and the exposures its 

provides to young Cadets who are willing to join the Armed forces. The main purpose 

behind moving to Vadodara was to be a part of NCC of Air wing, which furnishes cadets with 

the opportunity of flying.  

 

After getting selected as a Cadet of NCC, we had our Sunday Parades, where we were 

trained by our Seniors and PI staff, and there we learnt more about this Prestigious 

Organisation and the opportunities which it provide to young cadets and there we came to 

know about the most compelling part of NCC - the CAMPS. All India Vayu Sainik Camp, 

Republic Day Camp, Youth Exchange Programme, Shooting Camps and many others. But due 

to the outbreak of the Covid-19 Pandemic, various camps were cancelled. It was on 19th of 

September when we got the message in our NCC group that the Republic Day Camp will be 

held and the selection for the same has been started. With a boost in my excitement to 

learn and get trained, I was selected at the unit and our training got started. As it was the 

training of RDC camp, it was quite tough. We used to have rigorous practice sessions of 2-3 

hours daily by our seniors, who played a major role throughout our camp.  

 

Soon there was selection at the Group level, and due to less vacancies in Air wing, only the 

cadets who will be selected under the criteria of best cadets will be going for Directorate 

level selection further. So before the Group level selection, we were being trained at Group 

headquarters altogether with other unit cadets. There we used to have our drill practice 

upto 12 in afternoon, then lecturette and group discussion classes in the afternoon till 5 in 

the evening by our TO sir, where sir helped us in understanding and finding solutions to 

each of our mistakes. This was the stage where I got to learn the most and was motivated 

for furtherings in my speaking skills too. 

 

 



It was on 17th of November where I was 

selected for the Pre-Rdc after enough 

hardwork and learnings for Directorate level 

selection further. With our enthusiasm and 

curiosity at peak for further selection, we 

packed our bags and reached at Directorate 

Headquarters In Ahmedabad on 19th 

November. There we had a tight schedule 

where we used to wake up at 5:30 as we had 

our fallin at 6:30hrs in the morning of 1 hour, 

and after breakfast break again fallin at 

8:30hrs till 12:30hr, then we had lunch at 

13:00hrs and again had a fallin at 15:00hrs till 

19:00hrs. This schedule definitely gave us vibes 

of how would be the routine of GCs in the OTA 

or IMA. As we had to prepare to the best cadet 

competition too, we used to study till 22:00hrs 

after lunch. After training of few days, we had 

our first selection for Pre-Rdc 2 Camp, where 

we had drill test on one day, and written 

exams and interview on the second day. I 

performed well in the drill test and the written exams as well and got selected for Pre-Rdc 2 

Camp. Then again we had training of few days with the tight schedule, and then we had our 

second selection for Pre-Rdc 3 Camp. Unfortunately, Due to less vacancies and my average 

performance in interview I was not able to make for the Pre-Rdc 3 camp. I worked hard, 

made good friends and memories, earned lot of knowledge and experience and came 

backed home with some sense of satisfaction and more motivation for future. 



 

 

With this opportunity of being a part in the camp, I can say that NCC has provided me a 

lifelong experience. I will be always thankful to the NCC Organisation for giving me this 

golden opportunity even during the tough times of pandemic. 

 

Jai Hind! 

Cadet Shivam Jha 

1 GUJ AIR SQN NCC, Baroda. 


